
Redmine - Feature #21203

Add "Issue tracking" list to home

2015-11-10 07:16 - Go MAEDA

Status: New Start date:  

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee:  % Done: 0%

Category: UI Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version:    

Resolution:    

Description

Home screen should have more usuful information. This change adds "Issue tracking" box to the home screen.

And we have difficulty viewing all issues across the projects, this change also improve the problem. No need to click "Projects" ->

"View all issues". We can see all issues only by clicking "View all issues" on home screen.

 new_home_screen.png 

Related issues:

Related to Redmine - Feature #21148: Remove "Latest Projects" from Home page Closed

Related to Redmine - Feature #7935: Add "View all issues" link to top_menu + ... Closed 2011-03-21

History

#1 - 2015-11-10 07:22 - Go MAEDA

- Related to Feature #21148: Remove "Latest Projects" from Home page added

#2 - 2015-11-10 07:23 - Go MAEDA

- Related to Feature #7935: Add "View all issues" link to top_menu + home added

#3 - 2015-11-15 13:40 - Toshi MARUYAMA

FTR: #21148#note-13

Jean-Philippe Lang wrote:

Latest Projects removed in r14877.

We will get large empty area on Home after removing "Latest projects" box. I have suggested a use of it in #21203.

 We should not add this just to fill some space. I'd prefer to make it customizable like My page instead, to let people show information that they

find relevant for the home page.

#4 - 2015-11-17 08:04 - Sebastian Paluch

I would try to avoid trashing Home page. There is My Page that is more appropriate for such things and more effort could be put to make it even more

customize-able.

Also, in practice, who cares how many issues in all projects is there? We have dozens of projects and dozens of trackers, from 4 different groups, and

no one is interested with such overall info, for sure not on Home page. There is a way to build such query for those who really want it.
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